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Company: Amaris Consulting

Location: Turkey

Category: other-general

Job description

We are seeking a .Net Developer with minimum 4 years of experience for our e-commerce

or banking/finance sector. The role offers flexibility with options for hybrid or remote working.

Responsibilities

Developing and maintaining high-quality software products supporting the organization’s

standards and infrastructure, using Microsoft .NET Framework and languages.

Understanding and implementing business requirements - from the development of new

components and features, to troubleshooting, maintenance and updates.

Maintaining high standards of software quality within the team by establishing good

practices and providing technical leadership whenever necessary.

Working closely with project managers, designers, developers, business analysts to

deliver cutting-edge solutions that solve complex challenges.

Possessing strong knowledge in various phases of Software Development Life Cycle

(SDLC) including analysis & design implementation & testing stages.

Demonstrating excellent problem-solving skills; meticulous & methodical in creating

solutions for complex problems.
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Bonus: Experience in banking sector will be considered as a plus point during

selection process

This position provides you with a unique chance to contribute towards shaping our future

direction while expanding your knowledge base!

Requirements

The ideal candidate is not just any .Net developer. We're looking for someone who has been

around the block more than once but still has a passion for learning. Someone who can

bring their A-game every day because they love what they do!

You have at least 4 years' experience as a professional .Net Developer under your belt

You possess deep understanding of Microsoft.NET technologies such as C#, ASP.NET MVC

You have a strong understanding of software development life cycle models as well as

expert knowledge of both Agile and traditional project management principles and

practices

You are comfortable with working in a fast-paced, evolving environment and utilising

an iterative method and flexible approach to enable rapid delivery

Unwavering commitment to operational security, including secure coding practices, data

privacy standards compliance

Strong interpersonal skills with ability to work collaboratively across the organization at all

levels

Bonus: Experience in banking sector will be considered as a plus point during selection

process

If you're looking for your next challenge where you can learn lots more along the way then

this could be just what you've been searching for!

What can you expect?

Amaris Consulting is proud to be an equal-opportunity workplace. We are committed to

promoting diversity within the workforce and creating an inclusive working environment.

For this purpose, we welcome applications from all qualified candidates regardless of gender,



sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, beliefs, age, marital status, disability or other characteristics.
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